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Contrasting modelling objectives

Government

Fiscal and industrial 
policy 

Central banks 

Monetary and 
financial policy

Climate science

Normative

What is the 
optimal set of 
government 
mitigation and 
adaption polices?

Positive

What are the impacts 
on the economy and 
financial system in 
different scenarios?
How could we 
mitigate the risks?



What are we trying to assess?

… at least three things Financial firms

Are firms 
managing the 

risks?

Financial stability

Will there be a 
financial crisis?

Economic 
impacts

Will inflation, 
growth, structure 

change?

Lever 2: Financial 
system regulation

Lever 1: 
Enhancing risk 
management

Lever 3: 
Monetary policy
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Suitability of IAMs for macro-financial decision-making

 Energy and land-use output granularity

 Standardisation of climate outcomes and modelling framework

 Communication of the key scenario drivers and policy recommendations



Suitability of IAMs for macro-financial decision-making

 Economic resolution and narrative:
• Sectoral granularity  – impact on gross value added, structural shifts in economy
• Range of outputs – impact on capital, labour, technology, business investment, 

consumer spending, government spending, natural rate of interest 
• Integration of transition and climate impacts
• Effects of fiscal and monetary policy on outcomes

 Disorderly pathways: policy fragmentation, delayed responses, imperfect 
information, frictions (e.g. unemployment, capital stranding, business and 
consumer confidence, inflation)

 Regional granularity



Legitimacy of using climate models

• Model uncertainty – there may be ‘high agreement’ in results but is it 
because models make similar structural assumptions (policy coordination, 
market clearing, investment constrained by savings)?

• Parameter uncertainty – carbon price or GDP impact may be shown given 
likelihood of reaching temperature target, but is it shown for different 
technology price assumptions?

• Understanding of outputs – some outputs like carbon prices are 
misunderstood and misapplied

• Transparency of model assumptions – sometimes difficult to understand 
what is driving results. Need something in between a high level summary 
for policy makers and digging into 300 pages of model equations



Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS)

The NGFS is working with an academic 
consortium to produce new scenarios that are 
more suitable for macro-financial analysis 

Phase I – will deliver a set of existing scenarios 
aligned with the NGFS matrix 

Phase II – will expand the macroeconomic 
modelling and downscale for more regions 
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